FUTURE
PROOF
YOUR
LEADERSHIP
O.R.TALENT LEADERSHIP ACCELERATOR
VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP ASSESSMENT CENTER

www.ortalent.com

YOU
WANT
TO:
Identify and fast-track
the development of
your high potential
future leaders

Select leaders who are
a good fit with the role,
your strategy and culture

Make informed and
unbiased decisions on
which of your leaders are
ready for the next level

Prepare your
current leaders for the
strategic challenges
around the corner

Develop the leadership
capability you need to
deliver your objectives
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T H E L EADERSHIP
S EL ECTIO N C HA LLEN GE
40% of internally promoted leaders fail in the first 18
months. The figure rises to 50% for external hires at
an average cost of 200% of salary.

FAILURE RATE
O F E X EC UTI V ES
IN FIRST 18
MO N THS

THE L E AD E RSHIP
ACCE L E RATOR
The Leadership Accelerator is a high-touch, virtual
leadership assessment center that provides you with
deep insights into your top talent.

Minimum cost of
executive failure

The findings enable you to minimize risk and make
confident decisions about the selection, succession
and development of your future leaders.

Assessment centers are 3x
more predictive of leadership
success than traditional
selection methods

• Fully customized to the unique requirements of
your organization – your business context, strategy,
culture and future leadership requirements

• Is built around crucible scenarios – high stakes
business situations that differentiate ‘good’ from
‘great’ leaders in your organization

• Delivers an in-depth, accurate and predictive
assessment of an individual’s current leadership
capability, future potential and derailment risk

• For leaders at all levels – can be tailored for
frontline managers and high potential future leaders
through to those being considered for senior
leadership positions

• Puts participants in the chair of a more senior leader
in your organization so you can directly observe how
your top talent will perform when faced with your
real-world strategic challenges

40%

INTERNALLY
PROMOTED

50%

EXTERNALLY
HIRED

• Delivered virtually by our global team of consulting
psychologists for efficiency and scalability

• Future-focused enabling you to identify
leaders equipped to handle today’s – and
tomorrow’s – challenges
• Delivers an immersive, stretching and highly
developmental experience for your top talent
• In-depth feedback and reporting enables you to
make objective decisions and personalize the
development of your leaders
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TRANSFORM
YOUR
LEADERSHIP
CAPABILITY
Imagine being able to:
•

Hire and promote leaders with confidence

•

Have honest, data-driven talent conversations
when succession planning

•

Provide leaders with clear feedback on exactly
what they need to do to prepare for the
challenges ahead

•

Target leadership development at the greatest
points of need

•

Know exactly who your high potentials are and
invest in developing them

HE RE IS W H AT
W E K N OW A B O U T
THE IMPAC T O F
OUR L E AD E R S H I P
ACCE L E R ATO R :

Professional, user friendly,
incredibly flexible and tailored
exactly to fit our business
CHRO
global Defence contractor

94%

...of senior
leaders rate our
simulations as
‘highly credible’

Gave us confidence in making
the right decisions and
removed any hint of politics
President
European consulting business

Assessment centers are 3x more
predictive of leadership success
than any other method, delivering a
minimum ROI of at least 200%

91%

...of leaders would
recommend our
Leadership Accelerator
to a colleague

The best development experience
I’ve had in my entire career
Senior Leader
US logistics business

Our clients are leading, well-known
organizations around the world that
have partnered with us over the long
term to support them in selecting and
developing their leaders – from the
frontline to the C-Suite
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S ENIO R
L EADER S HI P
BU Y- IN

C U STO M I Z AT I O N
TO YO U R
O R GA N I Z AT I O N

Leadership engagement is key to
the success of any talent strategy
We involve your current leaders
– from defining what ‘good’
leadership looks like, through to
partnering with our team as
co-assessors and supporting the
development of your people

A D E VELO PMEN TA L
EXP ER IENC E
“Assessment”. It’s not a word that inspires
much enthusiasm among top talent
We elevate assessment into an experience
that is every bit as engaging, human and
developmental for individuals as it is rigorous
for the organization

When it comes to your leadership strategy,
one size does not fit all

WHY
WE’RE
DIFFERENT
Our distinctive approach is informed
by over 10 years of experience
in assessing and developing
thousands of leaders

Off-the-shelf leadership assessments fail
to take account of your distinctive business
context, strategy and culture
Our assessment solutions are built
around what it takes to be successful in
your unique context

PR E D I C TS H I G H
PE R F O R M A N C E
LE A D E R S H I P
Given the high stakes of leadership talent
decisions, we rely on the most robust
methods available in our field
Our team of seasoned consulting
psychologists combine multiple methods
– psychometrics, feedback, interviews,
direct observation – to provide an in-depth,
predictive view of an individual
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YOUR CON TE X T A N D
STRATE GY ARE U N I Q U E .
YOUR L E AD E RSH I P
SHOUL D B E TOO.
Many vendors assume that ‘leadership is leadership’
– that the same capabilities are equally important in
different organizations. They offer off-the-shelf tests or
simulations that assess your leaders against a generic set
of competencies.

FOR US, THIS MISSES THE POINT.
This one-size-fits-all approach to assessment is a key
reason that so many leaders fail or under-perform.

CONTEXT MATTERS.
A leader who thrives in a traditional organization may
struggle in a digital context. A leadership style that is a
great fit in one organizational culture can be a derailer in
another. Leading in a global context requires very different
capabilities to operating at a national level.

WE THINK IT SHOULD BE
THE OTHER WAY AROUND.
Rather than force-fit your requirements into our model, we
partner with you to develop a deep understanding of your
organization, strategy and business landscape. We then
customize our assessment solution so that it predicts high
performance leadership in your unique context.
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OUR
AP P R OACH

DEFINE

Understand the current and future
strategic challenges leaders will face
Define a success profile of
the capabilities and the qualities
required of high performing leaders
in your organization

Our approach to assessment emphasizes validity,
strategic alignment, leadership buy-in and maximum
impact on the individual and the organization.

DESIGN

Customize our virtual assessment
center solution to your specific
requirements

ASSESS

Engage participants in a highly
developmental assessment experience
that delivers a 4-Dimensional profile
of an individual’s Experience,
Capability, Potential and Fit

DEVELOP
&
DEPLOY

For individuals – In-depth,
developmental feedback and an
actionable roadmap to accelerate their
development
For the organization – An objective
insight into the individual’s current
capability and future potential to inform
selection and development
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THE LEADERSHIP
ACCELERATOR
EXPERIENCE
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1. PRE-WORK

Online Assessments – To profile factors such as
leadership style, derailers, values and cognitive ability.
For internal candidates, adding 360 feedback provides
a perspective on an individual’s effectiveness from those
that know them best. Our 360 platform can be customized
to your leadership framework.

SAMPLE:

Simulation Preparation – Pre-reading on the simulation
scenario (e.g. context, strategy, products and services,
systems, financials) ensures that participants can hit the
ground running.
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2. LEADERSHIP SIMULATION
The simulation is typically set in a more senior
leadership role in your organization 3-5 years in the
future. That way it is new – and fair – to everyone. Taking
place over half a day, the immersive experience confronts
participants with a series of live action leadership
scenarios that reflect your organization’s future context
and strategic challenges.

4-D LEADERSHIP PROFILE
Our research-driven, 4-D leadership assessment provides a deep
holistic view of an individual. It gets beneath the surface, focusing
on the critical factors that predict future leadership performance.

WHAT YOU
CAN DO NOW

The simulation experience is led by our team
of consulting psychologists supported by trained
actors. There is also the option to train and engage
leaders from your organization or members of your
HR team as co-assessors.

The individual’s current level
of capability against your
leadership competencies

MPETENCI
ES
1. CO

RITI

4. D E R AIL E R S

2.
C
CE

S

94%

...of senior
leaders rate our
simulations as
‘highly credible’

WHAT WILL
TRIP YOU U P
Personality risks that may
derail the person in a more
senior role

IE N

The amount of exposure
the individual has had
to critical leadership
expediences

CAL E XPER

WHAT YOU HAVE
DONE IN THE PAST

3. POTENTIAL
WHAT YOU COU LD
DO IN THE FU TU RE
The individual’s potential to
grow and develop further
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3. FEEDBACK
FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

FOR THE ORGANIZATION

For the participant, we share our findings in a
personalized, honest and highly developmental
report. We offer feedback on the findings to help
the participant deepen their self-awareness and
translate the insights into action.

For the organization, we provide a
dashboard summarizing our key findings
to inform decisions on selection,
succession and development.
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THE LEADERSHIP ACCELERATOR EXPERIENCE – SUMMARY

Here is a sample of how
the end-to-end participant
experience might look.

3-4 weeks
BEFORE SIMULATION

4-6 hours

PRE-WORK
Psychometrics, 360 Feedback, Pre-Reading

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS

CUSTOMER MEETING

Define a plan to address
the challenges facing the
organization

Resolve complaint, win
trust and manage the
expectations of a key
customer

VIDEO BRIEFING

DIRECT REPORT MEETING

Prepare and deliver an
inspiring video briefing to
the team

Provide feedback and
coaching to turnaround
the performance of a key
team member

STRATEGIC
PRESENTATION

TEAM MEETING

Engage in Q&A with
senior leaders on strategic
recommendations

3 days
AFTER SIMULATION

Negotiate investment
opportunities to drive
efficiency and growth

FEEDBACK AND REPORTING
To the individual and organization
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SUCCESS
STORY

Unleashing
Top Talent in a
Leading Bank

BACKGROUND

Our client is one of the leading financial
institutions in Europe with 15M customers and
over 40,000 employees. Faced with disruptive
change and tightening regulation, the business
wanted to ensure it had a strong pipeline of the
“best of the best” future leaders, well-equipped
for the challenges ahead.
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OUR STRATEGY

WHAT WE DID

IMPACT

We needed to identify those that were not only high
performers now, but who also had the potential to adapt
and thrive given the future strategy of the bank. We
knew that introducing leadership assessment would be
politically sensitive, so it was critical that the solution was
co-created and owned by the organization. And in order
to have a meaningful impact, the process would need be
as insightful and valuable to participants as it was for
the business.

• We worked with senior leaders to understand the
bank’s context and future direction and to define the
success profile of a future leader. We elicited real-life
examples of make or break, crucible situations that
would differentiate ‘good’ from ‘great’ leaders

• Of the 400+ participants – all of whom were
nominated by the business as high performers –
52% were found to demonstrate strong
leadership potential

• We used this input to create a high-fidelity, day in the
life leadership simulation. We calibrated the simulation
so that it could be used to assess leaders at 3 different
levels – from emerging talent through to current
executives
• We trained a team of leaders and HR Business
partners as co-assessors to work alongside our
team of psychologists
• Participants received a report and in-depth feedback.
They then met with their manager and HR business
partner to translate the findings into a personalized
development plan. Those who were identified as high
potentials were selected for the Bank’s talent pool
and participated in a custom development program
delivered by a leading business school

• The findings have enabled rigor and objectivity in
succession planning and leadership selection
• The organization now has talent pools of individuals
at different levels who are ‘ready now’ to step into
critical roles
• The bank is able to make a targeted investment in
developing the right future leaders
• 91% of participants would recommend the assessment
center to a colleague
• The assessment is owned and embedded
in the organization
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TRANSFORM
WITH US

For over 10 years, we have
partnered with leading
organizations around the
world to support them in
leadership selection, identifying
high potential talent and
strengthening their leadership
pipeline.
We immerse ourselves in your business to create
leadership assessments, fully customized to your
organization’s strategy and context, that enable you to:
✓

Hire and promote the right leaders to deliver your
strategic objectives

✓

Future proof your organization by ensuring you have
successors lined up for critical roles

✓

Identify, engage and retain high potential talent

✓

Prepare your leaders for change and transformation

Our global team are all consulting psychologists who work
with leaders every day. Between us, we have assessed
thousands of leaders around the world.
We may not be well known, but we punch above our
weight. Our clients are typically large, high performing,
fast-growing or forward-thinking organizations and include
some of the world’s leading brands.
We pride ourselves on our innovative edge, collaborative
approach and transformational impact on the leaders and
organizations with whom we work.
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FUTURE PROOF
YOUR LEADERSHIP
O.R.TALENT LEADERSHIP ACCELERATOR
VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP ASSESSMENT CENTER
O.R.Talent
1775 Tysons Blvd. Floor 5
Tysons Corner, VA 22102
T +1 901 609 5703
United States
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